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perform tasks that are easy for humans but remain difficult
for machines. Human-assisted MCS can help build
collaborative intelligence between human and machines.
Many MCS applications have been developed [1-31] and
are used for environment monitoring [2, 4], infrastructure
monitoring quality of-experience analysis [8, 9], surface
perception [5], and public safety [7]. In parallel to MCS
applications, there are some studies aiming at
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improving the energy-efficiency in MCS [32, 33]. For
instance, Lane et al. [33] proposed Piggyback Crowd Sensing
(PCS), which tried to reduce the overhead of data collection
by exploiting Smartphone App Opportunities. [1, 2, 3]
II. LITERATURE REVIEW


I. INTRODUCTION
With the rapid development of mobile and communication
technologies, mobile and wearable devices have become an
indispensable part of people’s daily life. Nowadays, mobile
devices are usually equipped with abundant sensors, which
allow them to collect various types of data such as
image/voice/video, location, and ambient information. Many
advances of communication technologies such as 5G cellular
networks, Wi-Fi, and Bluetooth, offer mobile devices direct
connectivity to the Internet to exchange data at high speed at
anytime and anywhere.
Mobile crowdsourcing involves activities that take place
on smartphones or mobile platforms that are frequently
characterized by GPS technology. This allows for real-time
data gathering and gives projects greater reach and
accessibility.
Mobile Crowdsourcing (MCS) has emerged as a popular
and effective method for data collection and data processing
by utilizing the sensing, communication and computing
capabilities of the widely available mobile devices. It
combines the concepts of crowdsourcing and mobility.
A MCS system is open to mobile devices to participate in
any sensing and computing tasks. It allows outsourcing a
complex task that is usually difficult to be completed by a
single computer or a group of people to an unspecified group
of mobile devices. MCS that involves human intelligence,
called human-assisted MCS, is an effective method to
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A wireless sensor network (WSN) is a wireless network
consisting of spatially distributed autonomous devices using
sensors to monitor physical or environmental conditions. A
WSN system incorporates a gateway that provides wireless
connectivity back to the wired world and distributed
nodes .The wireless protocol you select depends on your
application requirements. Some of the available standards
include 2.4 GHz radios based on either IEEE 802.15.4 or
IEEE 802.11 (Wi-Fi) standards or proprietary radios, which
are usually 900 MHz.
 Potential Applications
Engineers have created WSN applications for areas
including health care, utilities, and remote monitoring. In
health care, wireless devices make less invasive patient
monitoring and health care possible. For utilities such as the
electricity grid, streetlights, and water municipals, wireless
sensors offer a lower-cost method for collecting system
health data to reduce energy usage and better manage
resources. Remote monitoring covers a wide range of
applications where wireless systems can complement wired
systems by reducing wiring costs and allowing new types of
measurement applications. Remote monitoring applications
include:
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Environmental monitoring of air, water, and soil
Structural monitoring for buildings and bridges
Industrial machine monitoring
Process monitoring
Asset tracking

workers, and assigns relevant tasks to them. After receiving
expected data or computing results from the workers, MCS
SP would aggregate them and deliver a final result to the
MCS end users. An MCS SP could be acted by a single or a
group of mobile users, who receive the task requests from the
same or other mobile users and find a worker group to finish
the task.
 MCS End User:
MCS end users are the users of MCS services. They
request services offered by the MCS SP with a certain cost.
An end user could be an individual or organization that lacks
an ability to perform a certain computing or data collection
task.
 MCS Worker:
MCS workers are the mobile users who participate in
crowdsourcing and perform the assigned tasks. There are
mainly two kinds of workers, namely, computing workers
and sensing workers. The computing workers act as
computing nodes to perform computing tasks and upload
their computing results to SP. SP normally aggregates and
processes the computing results in order to provide a final
result to end users. The sensing workers act as sensors to
collect data.
The diagram shows architecture of MCS. Herein, we
classify MCS into three categories according to their
architecture, namely, MCS with a centralized server, MCS
with distributed servers, and fully distributed MCS.
Generally, MCS is built with a centralized architecture,
where SP a server that collects data from workers and
delivers data processing is results to end users. This
architecture usually suffers from single point failure or
security attacks targeting at the central server. As a result,
MCS with distributed servers was proposed [4]
 Procedures of MCS Activities
An end user sends a request to an SP to initiate a task. After
receiving the request, the SP analyzes the properties and
requirements of the task. Based on the analysis, it divides the
task into a number of subtasks, selects a dynamic group of
mobile users as workers, and assigns the subtasks to them.
The assignment of subtasks is determined by the
requirements of the task. Worker selection and task allocation
are based on the properties of workers, such as their abilities,
locations, interests, etc. After receiving the assigned tasks,
the workers perform the tasks and return their working results
to the SP. The SP stores the received data or computing
results, processes them and then presents the final results to
the end user.
 CharacteristicsMCS integrates the concepts of
mobility with crowdsourcing several special
characteristics.
 Openness:
MCS is an open system that relies on the participation of
mobile devices in data sensing or computing. Any mobile
devices can participate as workers, and they do not need to
belong to any MCS platform or owned by any SPs.


WSN System Architecture
WSN is a wireless network that consists of base stations
and numbers of nodes (wireless sensors).These networks are
used to monitor physical or environmental conditions like
sound, pressure, temperature and co-operatively pass data
through the network to a main location as shown in the figure.

 OVERVIEW OF MCS
Application Scenarios and User Cases MCS can be
applied into different application scenarios. Herein, we
classify it into the following categories based on the
properties of a crowdsourcing task and whether human
assistance is needed.
 Mobile crowd computing:
Mobile crowd computing leverages spare computing
power of mobile devices to complete a computing task.
Nowadays, mobile devices are powerful in terms of
computing capability and data transmission. Therefore, it is
possible to outsource a computing task to mobile devices and
collect their computing results via various networks.
 Mobile crowd sensing:
Mobile crowd sensing is the most popular MCS system. It
utilizes mobile devices as sensors to collect information
about environments, infrastructures, and mobile users. It is
widely applied in personal data collection, e.g., personal
health data, and in environment monitoring, e.g., noise,
weather and pollution.
 Human-assisted crowdsourcing:
Human-assisted crowdsourcing aims to utilize human
intelligence to finish a certain task. A typical example is
image annotation, in which mobile users help finish a
labeling and classification task. It could well solve a problem
that remains challenging for computers.
III. METHODOLOGY
 System Architecture of MCS
There are three main parties in a MCS system, namely
MCS Service Provider (SP), End user (EU) and MCS worker.
 MCS Service Provider:
MCS Service Provider accepts service requests from MCS
end users, deals with the requests, selects proper MCS

 Mobility and Dynamic Topology
The workers in MCS are mobile in nature. In a fully
distributed MCS architecture, SP is also served by mobile
devices. In this scenario, the topology of MCS becomes
extremely complex. The mobility and dynamic topology
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makes worker management very challenging.
 Network Heterogeneity

or malicious parties. However, most devices in MCS are still
constrained in terms of computing and communication
capabilities. Besides, open wireless channel and distributed
nature make it easy for attackers to perform eavesdropping
and monitoring attacks. Even worse, as an open system, it is
inevitable to include some selfish or malicious workers,
which may perform various attacks and destroy the normal
function of the system.
 Threats to Data Privacy of Workers
The privacy issues concerning the workers are serious.
One basic issue is sensed data privacy. MCS can be used to
collect knowledge and environmental information
surrounding workers as well as the information about their
physical and social activities. Obviously, the data sensed by
the workers probably contains private information. The
exposure of these data would certainly harm the privacy of
the workers. Some collected information such as heartbeat
rates and fingerprints are related to the workers privacy
directly. Apart from sensed data privacy, some
environmental information sensed by the workers can be
utilized to infer extra information about their preference.
Another typical example is to obtain personal information
from imaging data directly or through further inference, since
images usually contains most sensitive information about
participants, such as their appearance, location, and
environment.
 Threats to Task Privacy of End Users
The privacy of a MCS service requestor may also be
endangered because the task he/she requests may reveal some
sensitive information. For the end users, the privacy issues
are mainly caused by the potential privacy leakage from their
task descriptions. The attackers can utilize the task
information to deduce valuable information about the end
users.
 Trust Threats
MCS faces trust threats in terms of worker trust and data
trust, as well as SP trust. The worker trust threat is mainly
caused by the intrinsic openness of MCS. Some workers may
behave selfishly or maliciously and raise attacks by
considering their own profits. Due to openness, workers in
MCS usually vary in computing abilities, communication
capacities, sensor types and reliability, etc. Lowly trusted
workers, poor reliability, low computation capability and a
poor communication environment could negatively impact
the quality of collected data and result in low data trust.
Therefore, the threats caused by both worker trust and data
trust should be paid attention to. SP trust is another important
issue. In the centralized server architecture, SP trust is similar
to cloud computing trust. In terms of distributed server
architecture or a fully distributed architecture, SP trust
becomes a more challenging issue due to the nature of
mobility, dynamicity and ubiquity of mobile SP in MCS. In
Table 2, we summarize the potential attacks and the threats to
security, privacy and trust in MCS based on its working
procedures to conclude the above analysis.

Data in MCS can be uploaded to SP via various networks,
such as 3G/4G/5G cellular networks, Wi-Fi, Bluetooth, and
so on. Although this feature offers mobile devices multiple
opportunities to connect to the SP in MCS, it also increases
the risks of security, privacy and trust.
 Data Massiveness and Diversity
Compared with traditional online crowdsourcing and
WSN, MCS can be applied in various applications and
scenarios. The popularity of mobile devices and network
heterogeneity of MCS makes it possible to collect massive
amount of data. The massiveness and diversity of data in
MCS makes data processing more complicated in MCS than
in other systems. It affects both data trust and worker trust.
The massiveness and diversity increases the difficulty of data
processing, and makes it hard to get accurate truth discovery
result. As a result, the final result presented to end users may
be deviated from the real truth.
 Requirements on Security, Privacy And Trust:
Security means protecting collected data and MCS systems
from unauthorized access, use, disclosure, disruption,
modification, destruction, and etc. A secure MCS system
should be able to resist security attacks, protect the collected
data and processing results from leaking to unauthorized
parties, and maintain the normal functions of the whole
system. However, it is not enough to guarantee the security of
MCS only. Even if a system has proved to be secure, it may
still leak some private information to others.
Privacy usually means the ability of an entity to determine
whether, when, and to whom the information about the entity
is to be released or disclosed. Compared with security,
privacy pays more attention to the protection of private
information. Security helps improve privacy, but cannot
guarantee privacy.
Trust can be seen as the confidence, belief, and expectation
regarding the reliability, integrity, ability, and other
characteristics of an entity. In MCS, trust can be divided into
worker trust, SP trust and collected data trust. [5]
 Threat Analysis
MCS faces serious problems in terms of security, privacy
and trust. All above issues relate to the three types of system
parties in MCS, e.g., the privacy of both end users and
workers.
 Security Threats
Messages transmitted in MCS could contain sensitive
information about end users and workers. Therefore, it is
necessary to protect data or computing results from attackers
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 Authenticity (Au):
The MCS system should be able to verify that the data
reports are from a valid worker that the sender declares. To
provide authenticity, both provenance authentication and
identity authentication should be offered. As an open system,
MCS allows all kinds of mobile devices to participate in.
Hence, there may exist selfish and even malicious workers or
end users. Authentication helps exclude invalid and
distrusted workers from a certain task, and guarantees that the
data are generated from a preselected worker group, which
helps improving data quality. Authentication on end users
can deny some malicious tasks requested by attackers.
 Worker Trust (WT):
In MCS the workers selected for a task should be of high
trust. In MCS, trusted workers should not only perform
honest behaviors, but also fulfill the requirements of a certain
task with high quality. To accurately evaluate a worker’s trust,
many influencing factors, such as worker dependability,
reliability and worker abilities should be holistically
considered. Worker trust authentication can greatly help
identifying selfish or malicious workers and thus support
high quality MCS services.
 SP Trust (ST):
In MCS, SP is expected to be trusted and to perform its
duties honestly. SP should select workers and calculate the
reward for workers according to predefined protocols. On the
other hand, the processing on the data collected from workers
should be of high trust and the final result provided to end
users should be of high quality. It requires that SP does not
forge worker selection result, worker result or final results to
obtain benefits.
 Data Trust (DT):
Data trust means that a MCS system should have the
ability to figure out whether the collected data or computing
results are trustworthy and the data with low trust is excluded.
SP should also be able to deal with the data with low
reliability so that the final result presented to end users is
reliable and trustworthy.
 Personal Information Trust (PT):
Personal information is usually requested by SP for worker
selection. In reward based worker selection and task
assignment schemes, it influences the reward amount of a
worker. Therefore, workers have incentive to upload false
information to get more benefits. Therefore, personal
information trust should be ensured to block false personal
information uploading, and to encourage workers to upload
real information.
 Availability and Dependability (A/D):
The MCS services should be available even under
Denial-of-Service (DOS) or Distributed Denial-of Service
(DDOS) attacks or in a poor communication environment.
However, compared with traditional networks, MCS service
should also be of high quality to well support A/D. That is,
the final results presented to end users should be reliable
enough. Both intermittent availability of MCS services and
low-quality final output provided by a certain MCS SP may
irritate end user experiences and thus hinder MCS adoption in
practice.

IV. RESULT

Procedur
es

Table 2
Attacks And Threats
Security
Privacy
Related
Related

1

Worker
Selection and
Task
Assignment

False
Personal
Information
Uploading;
Sybil Attack;
Worker
Selection
Forging
Free
Ridding
Attack;

2

Data
Sensing and
Processing
by Worker

3

Data
Reporting

False Data
Reporting;
Sybil Attack;
Tracking;
Impersonation
Attack

4

Data
Processing
by SP

Various
Attacks on a
Single System
Party
(DoS/DDoS)

5

Trust
Evaluation
and
Management

False
Personal
Information,
Impersonati
on Attack

Threat to
Personal
Information
Privacy;
Threat to
Task
Information
Privacy
Threat to
Personal
Information
Privacy;
Threat to
Data
Privacy
Threat to
Personal
Information
Privacy;
Threat to
Data
Privacy
Threat to
Personal
Information
Privacy;
Threat to
Data
Privacy

Threat to
Personal
Information
Privacy;
Threat to
Data
Privacy

Trus
t
Related
Threa
t
to
Worker
Trust
Threat
to SP
Trust
Threa
t
to
Worker
Trust
Threat
to Data
Trust
Threa
t
to
Worker
Trust
Threat
to Data
Trust
Threa
t
to
Worker
Trust
Threat
to Data
Trust
Threat
to SP
Trust
Threa
t
to
Worker
Trust
Threat
to Data
Trust

 Requirements
Driven by the above threats analysis, we propose a number
of requirements with regard to the security, privacy and trust
of a MCS system for the purpose of overcoming the potential
attacks and security threats.
 Confidentiality and Integrity (C/I):
In a secure MCS system, collected data, computing results,
task information and personal information should all be
protected from eavesdropping, modification and leakage. The
illegal reuse of historical data as up-to-date one should also
be prevented. Therefore, it is necessary to guarantee data
confidentiality and integrity to resist eavesdropping attack
and protect data from being tampered.

 Non-Repudiation (Nr):
Usually, non-repudiation means that no party can deny the
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message it has sent. In MCS, for a worker, it means that the
worker cannot deny the data it has provided and it should not
deny the commitment to the task it has promised to perform.
In terms of MCS SP, non-repudiation means that it cannot
deny the payment it has promised to offer to the worker. For
an end user, it should also not be able to deny the task it has
issued to SP. Non-repudiation can benefit to resist
impersonate attack and the threats related to data
transmission security, and help in maintaining the normal
functions of the MCS system.
 Revocation (Re):
Any workers or users should be excluded from MCS in
time if they are detected as malicious, ineligible, harmful or
invalid. This could help resisting DoS/DDoS attacks by
preventing invalid mobile users from participating in MCS
activities. Besides, it also helps improving the efficiency of
worker selection due to the fact that only trusted workers
should be involved into task fulfillment
 Verifiability (V):
Verifiability means that the worker selection result, the
issued rewards and the final results presented to end users can
be verified in some way by workers or end users or public.
That is, Selection Result Verification (SV), Processing Result
Verification (PV), and Reward Issuing Verification (RV)
should be considered in MCS. On one hand, a method should
be offered to end users to verify the correctness or evaluate
the quality of the final results. On the other hand, in the
process of task assignment, workers should be able to verify
worker selection is fair and rewards are issued in a predefined
and agreed way. Verifiability helps judging whether SP
obeys the predefined protocols and checking the correctness
of final crowdsourcing results.
 Access Control (AC):
For end users, they usually hope that the task information
is only disclosed to valid workers, since it contains their
sensitive information. Although workers agree to upload
sensed data to SP, they may not be willing to disclose these
data to others. Therefore, SP should deny any illegal access to
the sensed data. A fine-grained access control mechanism can
well solve this problem by allowing valid devices to access
relative data based on the access policy defined by end users
and workers.
DIFFERENCE BETWEEN MCS AND WSN
MCS has a number of advantages over traditional Wireless
Sensor Networks (WSN).
1) MCS system saves the extra cost of installation and
maintenance of new hardware infrastructure by
leveraging the widely distributed mobile devices for
data collection and processing. Therefore, its
deployment and operation cost is lower than WSN.

4) MCS can be easily applied to sense big and
temporary data. Massive data could be generated via
MCS, thanks to the system scalability. For those
tasks that need to collect data from a certain area just
once, deploying sensors is costly and unnecessary.
In contrast, MCS can conduct data collection in a
convenient and self-organized manner in such
scenarios.
V. FUTURE ENHANCEMENT
Considering the privacy issues in MCS, it is crucially
important to offer data provenance by preserving the privacy
of workers simultaneously, especially for identity privacy.
Since data trust is highly related to worker trust, the
authentication on the worker trust with privacy preservation
is also important.
Important as it is, current work pay little attention to
anonymous authentication on different types of trust in MCS.
However, it is a promising topic for building up a secure and
trustworthy MCS system with privacy preservation.
VI. CONCLUSION
MCS has emerged as an effective and efficient method for
data collection and processing due to its ubiquity and
flexibility. Despite the great benefits it brings, MCS still
faces many problems in terms of security, privacy and trust,
due to its nature of openness and unreliability.
We also introduced the basic architectures of MCS and
analyzed the specific characteristics of MCS by comparing
MCS with WSN and traditional online crowdsourcing.
Based on the threat analysis, we further proposed the
requirements for establishing a secure, privacy-preserving
and trustworthy MCS.
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